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NOTES
9:00 am – 9:15 am: Welcome, plans for the day, active member updates
• Introductions in chat
• Agenda Overview
• Happy New Year!
o Looking forward to 2-3-2 opportunities, working together and setting the stage for future
work moving forward
o Shared Stewardship, CFLRP, Partner work in geography
• Ground Rules from the Guiding Document

Help us all strive for the goal of reviewing, protecting, securing values that exist on and
unique aspects of the landscape
Meeting expectations agreed upon
o

•
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•

Review of active members, request for additions

o

o

Guiding documents available to anyone and partners can sign on at any time
§ Link to doc to be shared with notes
§ Sign on in the chat, by contacting Page or Aaron
Building and using some new systems for the 2-3-2 given the level of commitment and
work moving forward with

9:15 am – 9:30 am: 2020 in review (survey results) & 2021 priorities
• 2020 is an interesting year to reflect on
o Despite challenges, ups and downs, the 2-3-2 did a lot in a hard year!
o Partner commitment to taking on challenges is impressive
• Survey Results, comparing 2019 to 2020
o Same questions asked from year to year for longitudinal data
o 11 total respondents
§ If you have feedback and didn’t respond to the survey, please reach out!
o Why are you part of the 2-3-2
§ 2019: creating and developing partnerships, working across boundaries and
networking
§ 2020: creating and developing partnership, networking, sharing information
• Larger conservation impact through collaboration
o Top Achievements in 2020
§ 2019: getting focused on work on the ground, building momentum, strategic
plan
• Momentum and forward movement
§ 2020: CFLRP, continued communication and coordination, expanded geography
and representation, fuelwood working group
• More specifics about things we’ve done
o Suggestions for Improvement
§ 2019: identity development, community outreach and social license
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2020: Task teams/committees came up frequently, ways to pursue agreements,
local and regional government representation, monitoring program, highlighting
and communicating successes in a timely way and using the right platforms
• Delving into specific topics and getting things done separate from our
meetings
• Accountability
o Is the 2-3-2 helping to advance your initiatives?
§ 3.6/5, all generally, mostly or always
§ Cross boundary work, identifying common interests, information sharing,
prioritization, CFLRP as an exciting new project but want to balance with other
projects of the group
o How could the 2-3-2 better support your initiatives
§ 2019: industry development for small diameter wood products, consider
resources used in planning and hosting meetings, topical inclusion of water and
wildlife interests, engaging more partners
• More specific
§ 2020: Face to face meetings, updating website and having relevant/current blog
posts, WUI/rec planning, opportunities for managed/Rx fire, shorter meetings
• More genera, focused on communication
o Top three goals for the year
§ 2019: share resources, prioritize project areas/develop & coordinate consistent
messaging for information and education, establish 2-3-2 as a group for project
support and review
§ 2020: develop shared priorities for work on the landscape, enhance committee
structure and productivity, share resources
• Task teams are a big part of general feedback
o Are 2-3-2 meetings a worthwhile use of your time and resources
§ 3.7/5
§ Do a better job or clarifying objectives and action items at the outset
o Preferred meeting format
§ Partners want to pursue a combination of digital and in person meetings into the
future
§ Benefits to in person relationship building as well as larger geographic area
inclusion for virtual meetings
o How can the 2-3-2 improve productivity between meetings?
§ 2019: regular newsletters, committee lead accountability, constituent
engagement
§ 2020: Task teams, social media communications, funding, accountability for
deliverables
o Other feedback
§ 2019: gratitude, pursuit of a 2-3-2 project
• Are we a team of teams that elevates the work being done on the
ground, or do we actually work on the ground together?
§ 2020: update partner list on the website, figure out and pursue a project wholly
belonging to the 232
• What work can we claim as the 2-3-2’s
Full survey results and raw data to be distributed to all partners
§

•
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End of year surveys to continue, are valuable to the majority of Partners (87% of partners in
survey)
Task Team clarification
o How would task teams differ from committees already in place?
§ Goal is that they take on tasks created during meetings
o Do we have the rights committees in place, do they understand what their tasks are, are
there tasks that don’t have a committee?
§ Is the better term task teams or committees? Are they the same?
o To be discussed later in agenda

9:30 am – 10:20 am: Continued focal area development: “Where should we work?”
• Where should we work?
o CFLRP is one project of the 2-3-2
o Shared Stewardship initiatives
o State FAPs
o Local Collaboratives
o 2-3-2 looking for opportunities for working across boundaries and alignment of local
initiatives and values with broader federal and state values
§ Focal areas concept employed to bridge and consider this alignment
• November meeting
o Reference notes from November meeting
§ Connect with Page if you have questions about alignments
o NM and CO FAP, statewide prioritization, and R3 scenario investment planning
§ Factors integrated into state prioritization processes
§ The broader initiatives dictate funding and energy
§ Important for us to align with these, but also elevate local knowledge and
information
• Today: A working session
o Information gathering
§ Find out more about polygons we have, including who is working where, what
resources are available and what values exist on the landscape
o Scales of work, a framework for thought
§ 1: shared stewardship priorities
• Statewide with reviews and updates done every ~10 yrs
• Portions of the 2-3-2 landscape are included as priorities for shared
stewardship in both CO and NM
• Outcomes of our planning efforts will be integrated into these plans this
spring (2021)
• NM plans to share their top 10 priorities for the state in the next month
or so and is asking the 2-3-2 to be ready to provide feedback
§ 2: Focal Areas/PODS
• ~200-300K acres, more regional, reviewed every 3-5 years
• Work at local levels through place-based collaboratives, where
appropriate, to identify regions of the landscape that share common
opportunities, threats, motivated partners and/or decision spaces
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Planning at this scale is often based on common themes across a
landscape including opportunities, ecological need, partner
motivation
• Ongoing, iterative processes
§ 3: Project Areas (where do we actually work)
• ~5-10k acres, more localized, reviewed annually
• Within larger focal already, which HUC 12 size landscapes (100-200k) rise
to the top?
o Outcomes to be based on
§ Scale 1 priorities and assessment
§ Available capacity and resources
§ Social/political license
§ Mapping
• Within each HUC 12, what 30-40% of the landscape (5-10k acres) should
we work in?
o Outcomes to be based on
§ Funding
§ NEPA or other clearance
§ Capacity of agencies, partners etc.
Place-based partnership prioritization and work processes: examples for prioritization across the
landscape
o San Juan Headwaters Forest Health Partnership
§ Location and history
• Based in Pagosa Springs, CO
• North end of the 2-3-2 boundary
• East side of the SJNF down to the state line
• Established 2009 as Mixed Conifer Working Group, changed name in
2013 to SJHFHP and began working with MSI
• Reference SJH live map online: sanjuanheadwaters.org/resources/gisdatabase-maps/
§ What we’re about
• Watersheds
o Water and Forest Connectivity
o Headwaters region
• WUI
• Localized forest ecology and dynamics
§ Processes for deciding local priority work areas and guidance for partnership
actions and conversations
• Partnership originally developed focal/priority project areas in 2013-15
based on local knowledge, values and priorities (vs. heavier data and
modeling)
o Water and WUI values rose to the top
o Other vales also considered and explored
• Annual Review
o Land management partners discuss and re-assess priority areas
every spring
o

•
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What work was accomplished; what work is planned for the
upcoming year
o Retain relevant and add new priority project areas and consider
how to take advantage of opportunities and resources when
available to work in those areas
o GIS data sharing and annual updates
Relationships and consistent, open communication as a foundation
• Increases possibility of work in priority areas because all partners know
where we’re trying to work, why, and what resources are needed
• When opportunities arise to work in these areas or in others aligned with
our values, we’re prepared to take advantage of them
• Procedure and process can never be a replacement for relationships
o Trust
o Prioritizing relationships allows us to prioritize work and get it
done on the landscape
• Communication and relationships increase shared opportunities and the
ability of the partnership to take advantage of them when presented.
o Flexibility and adaptability
o Complete low hanging fruit projects that align with priorities
USFS Partnership participation
• Headwaters group has had a high level of district engagement from the
outset
o High functioning, openness among members
o Participating with the partnership is advantageous to the FS
• Currently no FS handbook for working with collaborative groups and
sharing decision making processes with stakeholders
o Sometimes concern that collaborative stakeholder groups could
remove some decision-making authority from the FS and there
are legal reasons that this cannot occur
o Not a big concern on this district, always clear that Agency
employees are tasked with doing the contracting and work
• Work to accomplish Agency requirements, but also pursue work that is
supported and informed by the public
o Share all of the factors that are part of the decision space and
getting work done on the ground
o Have to engage in discussions with partners to understand
where they are focusing their work and where there are
opportunities to align
o Transparency about Agency targets at broader scales, regional
initiatives, help inform the “why” behind actions and the
collaborative space is a good place to share it
o Share history of planning and implementation for context behind
decisions and actions
o Internal agency dynamics matter! Partnership should involve
offering of information by other governments and authorities in
addition to the USFS
• Focus on relationship
o

§

§
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Honesty, transparency
Share the “why” and communicate clearly
A history of this generates trust, and when there is trust
possibilities open up and you spend more time getting work
done on the ground
§ Wildfire Adapted Partnership participation
• Consistent communication and relationships allows us all to understand
where our organizations and values fit into the bigger picture and how
we can help each other
• Example: Blanco Basin
o Rio Blanco supplies water to NM through diversions
o Federal lands work has occurred in this area and private lands
work has continued in alignment with it
o Open communication channels allow us to work together on
grant applications (CAFA) to fill treatment areas between public
lands completed and planned treatment
§ Easy to put together because already knew who was
doing work where
§ Good proposal with maps
§ Came together quickly because relationships were
already there
§ Colorado State FS participation
• AFF funded position in Pagosa Springs for landowner outreach and
stewardship plans
• Headwaters partners determined CSFS focus area for landowner
engagement and stewardship planning
o Focus on cross-boundary connectivity
o Getting the work done!
• Resources for private lands implementation are a barrier to work, and
being involved with the partnership opens up more opportunities and
supports grant writing and funding ideas
o Forum to open and discuss opportunities
San Juan Chama Watershed Partnership: Spatial planning is in progress
§ Feedback is helpful!
§ SJCWP (pink) within the 2-3-2 (red boundary before expanded geography)
o
o
o

o
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§

§

§

Catalyst Fund funding work (network for landscape conservation grant received
in 2019) deliverables:
• Define geographic focal areas
• Develop outreach strategy
• Build a catalogue of restoration projects partners can use to apply for
funding
Focal area process
• “Focal areas” vs. assigning “priority areas”
o Large scale with many stakeholders means avoidance of
assigning priorities, like a singular stakeholder might do
o Based on sub watersheds (HUC 10’s and 12’s) and restoration
narratives in the SJCWP footprint
o Want focal areas to be flexible and adaptable
• Why focal areas
o Collect and share narratives
o Connect stakeholders
o Useful for planning and prioritization of Tx (new and already
occurring)
o Help initiative action and allow partners to apply for funding
Context: other prioritization work happening across the landscape
• Pay attention to regional initiatives of USFS, States, PODS
• Carson and Santa Fe NF 5-year priority areas in the SJCWP: Scenario
Investment Planning (LEFT)
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•

§

NM FAP risk (darker = greater threat) to communities (LEFT), water
(CENTER), and biodiversity (RIGHT)

SJCWP Draft Focal Areas (based on top 500 Shared Stewardship HUC 12
watersheds identified in NM FAP)

•
•

Does it make sense? Soliciting feedback!
Use of these focal areas by CPLA (San Juan Chama project source
watersheds: Upper Chama and Rio Brazos watersheds, LEFT) and upper
chama focal area (RIGHT)
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o
o

Applied for LSR funding to address Upper Chama focal area in
2020, used spatial information to describe values in the area
Risk to communities and water from NM FAP within Upper
Chama focal area (UPFA)

o

Threat of wildfire burn severity and post fire flood production
from NM FAP within UCFA

o

Other data layers related to water in UCFA
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o

•

o

o

o

Categorizing forest types and identifying operable ground as well
as looking at areas on private lands that are adjacent to federal
management priority areas in the UCFA (targets for cross
boundary funding

Maps and layers allow to home in on specific values and identify
stakeholders the partnership or a specific stakeholder may need to
contact
§ Also collecting meta-data for focal areas
• Area name, location, who is working there, opportunities, priority
watersheds, description, forest attributes, project goals, NM FAP
considerations, additional/complimentary work, match, comments
o Knowing who is working in an area helps identify stakeholders
and point people
o Narratives of opportunities and threats to resources focused on
local expert knowledge
• Organization of partner narratives
o Page Buono and Mary Stuever collecting narratives
o Outreaching to partners
§ Feedback from stakeholders is a big next step!
The key is people on the ground making things happen!
§ We can map and prioritize, but to make it happen we need capacity and
motivation on the ground
§ A large part of the 2-3-2 landscape doesn’t have place-based partnerships
working within it or point people, consider how to collect information about
these areas and get work done there if values exist
Based on the SJHFHP and SJCWP presentations, what is helpful to the 2-3-2 as a whole,
where are there questions or concerns?
§ Provide feedback to Partnerships
§ Are there priority areas that haven’t been identified?
Defining Focal areas: what is the appropriate size?
§ Most likely contain multiple projects that address identified values and Tx
§ Developed at different scales using different tools: local values, PODs, regional
priorities
§ Where are we missing focal areas around values?
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10:20 – 10:30 am: Legislative Update from Senator Bennet’s Office (Erin Minks)
• Erin Minks works with Senator Bennet out of Alamosa, part of Natural Resource team
• Senator Bennet’s interest in anecdotes of how programs like CFLR work on the ground and
collaborative work being done
o When CFLR work moves forward, keep Senator Bennet’s team in the loop! The 2-3-2 is in
a unique position with 4 forests and 2 regions
§ Understanding of agency partners
§ Agency can’t over-promise or go beyond decision making authority
§ 2-3-2 is part of an ongoing and honest conversation
o What’s working, what isn’t
o Still a few years before Farm Bill rewrite, but getting started
o Lots of RCPP projects coming online through NRCS, many in the forestry and watershed
space
§ Overlap!
§ Natural Infrastructure
• Get members of congress out on the ground in your projects!
o Doing in person meetings outside
o Members are eager to get out and interact!
o Senator Bennet enjoyed visit on the ground in Pagosa Springs last October
• Updates
o Waiting on committee assignments for new congress
§ Senator Bennet may become chair of the Senate subcommittee on forestry and
nutrition? On Ag committee
§ Regardless will play a major role in oversight of FS and NRCS budget and work
o Messaging on a bill Michael is working on in response to 2020 fire season
§ To establish an outdoor restoration fund (60billion)
• Augment FS ability to hire and fund outdoor restoration work (40B to
agencies)
o Grants and agreements
• NGOs and collaborative organizations (20B to partners)
§ Introduced at end of last congress to get the conversation started, yet to be reintroduced this year, but upcoming
§ Address infrastructure needs in rural west
§ If you want to support or have questions, get in touch!
§ Flag this bill with the 2-3-2, given its reach
§ Headwaters partners are working with John Whitney to provide feedback on the
bill and are grateful for on the ground time with Senator Bennet
o Urgency created around scale of fire season in 2020, highly influential senior senators
who want to get something done
§ Intermountain west concept
• Needs are different
• Climate context
§ Infrastructure package and stimulus package (1.9B) are separate
§ Impeachment, then stimulus package, infrastructure starting maybe early March
• Focal area work gets us ready to take action when bills come on the line and resources are
available
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10:30-10:40 am: BREAK
10:40 am – 11:30 am: Continued Mapping
• Considerations and Questions
o What size is the right size for focal areas?
§ Varied work/opportunities arise based on areas and size
§ Place-based Partner approaches
• SJHFHP has more project sized areas
o Draw and regularly evaluate more specific focal areas and allow
for flexibility where and when resource and opportunities align
with partnership values.
o Projects that complement one another have and will continue to
occur within areas of interest to the SJHFHP
o Education and outreach are also valuable to the SJHFHP and we
consider how and where those activities will play out on the
landscape as part of projects/work as well
o Started with 4 key watersheds in upper San Juan basin, then
picked projects within the watersheds based on funding,
available partners, capacity
§ Cross Boundary work from Rx fire to mechanical thinning
and oak mastication
§ Lots of work happens outside of focal areas because of
opportunities to work in specific areas
• SJCWP decided on focal area size based on projects and workplans,
known geographic boundaries and stakeholders, available spatial info,
opportunities to make informed decisions
o Focal areas large enough that likely to only include one focal
area in any given grant
o Ex. The single focal area of Cibola, Nutrias, Canjilon could be
considered 3 focal areas because Mesa de las Viejas to West of
84 (Cibola) is P-J, different than Nutrias/Cebolla area which is a
mix of P-J up to mixed-conifer, and the Canjilon area is different
because of a history of work since 2008, making it more of a
maintenance consideration
o If we split all focal areas into smaller units, it would be too much
to handle!
§ Connect back to funding
§ Focal areas help us gather information that is important to the landscape
(metadata)
• What is relevant, to what stakeholder(s) and why
• Connect importance of work and demonstrate value when writing grants
and asking for resources
• Focal areas mean information gathering. We get to prioritization when
we’re looking at specific grant and resource opportunities with outlined
goals and objectives
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•

•

Available information means putting work on the ground more
effectively
o How do we move from focal areas to projects?
§ What are we doing where and why?
§ Is the focal area planning scale different than the project planning scale?
o How do we move forward in areas that don’t have collaboratives?
§ We do work in landscapes where there are partners and people willing to do
and/or support the work
§ Work at a scale appropriate for convening interested partners, then developing
task teams that can champion the work in that area and gather necessary details
o What questions about process do partners have?
The 2-3-2 Partnership Landscape

o

o

Where are there gaps in the landscape?
§ Areas that have identified values, but no specific champions
§ Identifying focal areas and moving forward as partners
Rio Chama CFLRP
§ Adjacent to SJ Jemez CFLRP, Bernalillo State Forestry experience
§ Planning horizons
• Respond to USFS in the short term because of NEPA readiness that takes
a long time
• Longer term, collaborate and go for next areas together
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Respond to FAPs, based on high bang for buck areas where
attributes are most at risk and will be most impacted by work
§ State of NM works on private lands and can fund projects on federal lands
§ 1–2-year horizon is kind of ready and rolling, planning together on the 3-5 and 510 year horizons
Carson NF
§ Driven first by what is NEPA cleared (e.g., Rio Tusas/San Antonio)
§ 5-year plan submitted to region, more clarity the first half of this year for 202122 work, after this, more flexible and able to work together moving forward
§ 2-3-2 is the collaborative voice on the Carson and brings input from other
stakeholders
• Lacking in place-based collaboratives
• Get a hold of people who can help identify priorities
§ FS can engage with planning priority horizons after the ~3-year mark from now,
using some of the methods presented today
• Know need to cooperate and coordinate this way in the long term
• Want to bring trust and get focused
§ Facilitation of future planning using tools and stakeholders available, whether
that is place-based collaborative groups, PODS or other
• Avoid duplicating efforts
• Local residents have vested interest in forest management (fuelwood,
recreation, forest products)
Rio Grande NF
§ Minimal place-based interest groups working to influence forest management
• Integrated veg management team works to establish focal areas on the
forest
• Spatially driven process to look at landscape, integrate watershed
concerns, HRVA analyses, and past treatments to build and move
forward
• Working to align with state FAP
§ Undergoing a visioning process
§ Budget modernization
Santa Fe NF
§ Lots of spatial data to consider
• Highlights opportunities across ownership boundaries
• Shows gaps where there isn’t NEPA or aren’t other resources
o E.g., minimal NEPA near Encino vista, American Parks, SJ Jemez,
one of the top identified multi-resource watersheds don’t have a
lot of cleared NEPA
o Look at watersheds and prioritize moving forward
o Forces internal conversations about priorities and planning
ahead
• Internal merging of fire, fuels, timber and watershed concerns and
developing ways to discuss
§ Data sharing is sparking positive internal conversations
Connection to local communities who have strong needs associated with land
management actions
o

o

o

o

o
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Stakeholders who should or could influence where work is done
• Help make contact and engage those voices to inform focal areas
• Direct contacts to the 2-3-2 or provide contacts to the 2-3-2 for outreach
• Identify relevant voices and bring them to the table
§ Valuable to have representatives from different areas who can speak to more
localized needs and make these connections
• To enable integration across the landscape
• Inform best use of funds and resources at any given time
o Active Mapping
§ How can we get the map to show how and where we can work together across
boundaries?
• What is the low hanging fruit within regions and focal areas?
• Where is NEPA read and where are there partners already interested in
work?
• Fill in metadata about why specific areas are important
§ Identify rough polygons based on HUC 12 watersheds, then finding partners who
can provide more details
• Is this a process people could help with?
§ Partners are sharing planned project areas, but we could use more context and
information about where partners would like to see energy focused
• Where are opportunities for partner engagement
§ Organize spatial data and get it on the map (from November)
• Where is information missing
• Where can we refine
• Other work priorities and values may fall out of this process beyond
forest management
§ NM Priority Watersheds identified based on
• Biodiversity
• Threat to communities
• Threat to water
• Lots of work on the landscape isn’t covered by these!
o When defining focal areas, be specific about the values that exist
there and recognize that areas that aren’t showing up as priority
watersheds may also hold important values and opportunities
for work
o Work Horizons and timeframes
§ Bring forward polygons and projects that are ready to go in the short term and
have energy
§ Use a base map of these to start planning where we start moving in the 3–5-year
horizon and beyond
Adaptive Management and Monitoring
o Valuable to start pulling this together as we consider spatial opportunities and map
spatial data
o Aggregate values and design monitoring that answers the correct questions and
evaluates effectiveness
o Where do we want to work, what values exist on the landscape, what does success look
like and how to be measure and monitor it
§

•
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•

§ Important for all 2-3-2 projects including CFLRP
§ Refine focal areas, then think through monitoring
o What 2-3-2 partners support this work?
§ Technology, Research and Monitoring Committee?
• Not currently active
Mapping next steps and action items
o Circulate map with current geospatial data, proposed/drawn areas of interest
o Secure contact points
§ Within each of the National Forests
§ Associated with existing collaboratives
§ Identify gaps and think through contact points for those areas (SFNF, RGNF, CNF)
o Both SJHFHP and SJCWP have existing focal areas and prioritization processes and can
work to identify overlap with 2-3-2 broader scale and FS partners
§ Come up with a project that will work with 2-3-2 initial project area
o Bring together existing focal areas, work with 4 Forests to understand current focal areas
and spend time at next meeting understanding projects within them.
§ Smaller groups think through projects and bring back to broader 2-3-2
§ Feel free to adjust boundaries as work and discuss with local partners
§ Areas identified are dynamic
• E.g.,” sweet potato” identifies important values, but doesn’t have a
matching collaborative group to do the leg work, so we’re trying to fill
that gap
o Contacts
§ Michael Tooley for RGNF Project areas
§ Josh Hall for SFNF project areas
§ Jack Lewis for CNF
§ Matt Tuten for SJNF
§ Todd Haines for southern part of geography/NM State
o Use metadata template
§ To be sent to partners after updates as a blank format, with assignment
§ Why are we working here, what are the outcomes, what do we need to monitor?
§ Send out SJCWP map and metadata as an example
§ Include timeframes as tabs (1-3yrs, 3-5yrs, 5-10yrs) to capture same information
across timeframes
o Waiting game and inertia with federal lands, and some private lands treatments
§ What is already ongoing regardless of where it is and WHY (may or may not be a
priority now, but might have been years ago)
o POC for 4 main regions, send out metadata table, walk through proposed focal area,
refine to project with values and come up with questions that inform monitoring

11:30 am – 11:50 am: Committees - report outs and recruitment
• Committee vs. task team
o Desire to create committees that solve specific problems and/or have discrete tasks
§ Do we have longer term groups (committees) and other formed specifically to
address issues or challenges that have foreseeable resolutions (task teams)?
• E.g., task team that gathers prioritization information for an initial report
and a committee that updates prioritization information annually?
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•

•
•

•
•

•

Need long standing and also ability to quickly come together to solve a
problem
o Are committees and task teams the same?
o Do we have the right ones in place for the work we’re hoping to do?
o Support for committees across 4 forests, figure out internally
§ Upcoming meeting with 4 forest supervisors (from Josh, to follow up)
Committee spreadsheets to identification of goals and objectives for 2021
o What do committees need in terms of resources and help?
o Support for various committees
Technology, Research and Monitoring Committee (TRAM)
o Need a chair that facilitates conversations around monitoring plans for CFLRP and other
2-3-2 projects as well as mapping technologies
§ Who: Esmé/FSG, MSI, Caleb Stotts, Michael Tooley, Mary Stuever, John Waconda
(also willing to help with social aspects including outreach, inclusion,
participation and networking – ed ctte?), Matt Tuten, Erica Enjady
§ Develop a monitoring strategy
§ Proceed with mapping/focal area development
§ Need a chair, also someone from the SFNF (Jack and Josh to help identify)
Fire committee
o Dave Laskey is chair
o Who else is on the committee? Check in, help needed
Education and Outreach committee
o Dana Hayward is chair, other members: John Waconda, Bill Trimarco, Jerry Archuleta,
Matt Tuten, Mary Stuever, Elliese Wright
§ Who is still available?
o Additional support desired, different perspectives on what information should be
collected, crafted and shared
§ Outreach to representatives and legislative teams
§ Ensuring Partners have the information they need (newsletter – share info!)
§ Review team
§ Think of the 2-3-2 as a distribution hub! Add us to your press contacts so we can
amplify your outreach as a partner
• dana@mountainstudies.org
• https://www.facebook.com/232partnership/
• Email sharing and contacts
o Feedback
§ Website updates, information flow, fb page use it to post and share/like
§ If you have feedback or ideas about opportunities we should be taking advantage
of, or platforms we should be using to get the word out about our planning and
work, connect with Dana!
• Rx Fire as an E&O goal for 1 year
o Outreach plans for community engagement for forests and other agencies, could we do a
joint assessment consistent with what is already being done?
Biomass and Markets Committee
o Bill Trimarco is chair, other members: Tim Reader, Mary Stuever
o Recruiting more members, looking for NM contacts, who is active?
o Minimal activity aside from Forest Health Co., Blanca Mill and Trollworks
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Updates
§ Caleb Stotts and Mary Stuever working with NAU to bring a workshop to
Northern NM about development strategies and opportunities
§ Adam Moore may have some contacts for small diameter material
Executive Committee
o Expanded EC representation to address expanded geography (SFNF, CNF, RGNF, SJNF,
FSG, John Waconda, Santa Clara Pueblo and others)
§ Considering further gaps in representation
o Looking at funding
§ Cohesive Strategy funds have supported 2-3-2 thus far and close in July of 2021
§ Funds to be secured through CFLRP
§ A need to diversify funds supporting the 2-3-2 to avoid full dependence on
federal funds
§ True budget, staffing needs and working with partners to meet them
o Considering structure and protocols
o

•

11:45 - 11:55 am: Other Updates
• Rx Fire Bill in NM Legislature
o CO could learn from this
§ Forest Health Advisory Council that informs the state is interested in learning
more and addressing liability concerns
§ Contains Liability, training, and management components
§ Bill would make using this important land management tool easier
• Currently need a FS burn boss to lead Rx burns, a bottleneck regardless
of resources coming from other agencies
o Bill Function
§ Landowner Liability
• At this time, if an Rx burn gets out of hand landowners face double
damage liability, a goal of the bill is to reduce liability
• Bill defines private lands liability for burning by creating a liability
insurance standard
§ Proposed model guidelines for burn permits
• Currently done county by county
§ Voluntary certification process via NM State University curriculum for
landowners
• Defined liability offers landowners that go through certification more
options for insurance and civil liability would be only for actual damages
that might occur
• Previously a clause that says landowners have double liability for escaped
Rx burns
• Double liability to remind for folks who don’t go through certification
§ Retains current burning rights
• Acequia Associations, Agricultura
• Increases opportunities for burning and insurance without restricting
existing liabilities
§ Fact Sheet from TNC
o NM State Forestry
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Hoping to take a lead
• Likely to work on public lands well, will require more work on private
• Rx/natural fire on private lands with a plan is in place (Gila and Las Vegas
Districts active)
• New FMO on Bernalillo district will push for Rx burning
o Bill Status
§ House Energy and Natural Resources committee had a hearing Jan 26 (3rd bill,
access recording)
• Bill needs to come before at least one more committee (Judicial)
• Hypothetically no additional costs to the state in a tight budget year
• Positive public comment from varied partners (TNC, Audubon, Sierra
Club, Cattleman’s and Wool Growers Associations)
Fill out the NMFWRI survey
o Respond to NM survey if you are a collaborative, watershed group, or organization that
supports collaborative work
o CO groups to receive a link soon
o If you don’t have a survey and want to be involved, contact Elliese Wright at
wrightelliese@gmail.com
Fuelwood working Group
o More of a task team with an unknown timeline
§ Formed last July following decision by BLM Rio Puerco Field Office to limit
fuelwood permits
• Potential challenges for surrounding communities on the Navajo Nation
in the Jemez and at Santa Clara
o Recent matchmaking success
§ Yesterday and Today (1/26 – 1/27) 1 trailer load of cottonwood was delivered to
each of 3 different chapter houses on the Navajo Nation along 550 (Counselor,
Ojo Encino, Torreon)
§ BOR & Southern Sandovol County Flood Control Authority Project to remove
cottonwood, put in a field and was sitting
• More cottonwood! Landowner offered 3x as much as already
transported
§ TNC helped with funding for transportation (self-loading trailer with cottonwood)
• More availability not that costs are understood, may even be able to
reduce it
• Paid to cut wood up into block sized pieces
• Self-loading trailer is for rent, TNC paid for BOR transport, working on
other ways to pay for the trailer into the future to transport from BOR
site or Girl Scout Camp
• Rental truck with trailer got hit in San Ysidro! All is well.
o Likely to lead to longer term connections, relationships, and communication channels
§ Lots of wood available, knowing where to take it to meet need is a bigger
challenge
§ Could a crew from the Navajo Nation come to projects and take wood home
every day? Lots of wood on the ground and no one is getting it
§

•

•
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Hope is for this process of identifying need and the match to have larger
implications for the landscape as these communities aren’t the only ones
dependent on fuelwood
§ This task group could become a longer-term program
Other Opportunities
§ Closer properties
• Girl Scout Camp 1250ac with wood on the ground and want to thin more
o Volunteer church group out of KS came out a few years ago and
delivered 76 loads of spruce from here to Lybrook Church
o Same group coming out again in March
o Church is a nice drop off site
§

o

11:50 am – 12:00 pm: Wrap up & next steps
• Homework for focal areas to be distributed
• Committees to be contacted
Meeting End 12:00pm
Next Meeting is Wednesday, April 21st

